
Every Night 224 

Chapter 224 Shock 

 

While Jay Bennett was shopping for gifts, Benjamin Johnson sent a WeChat message to Olivia Jenkins. 

 

[Are you free? I want to discuss the Cool Company with you.] 

 

As for other matters, Olivia Jenkins would not pay any attention to Benjamin Johnson. 

 

But when it came to Cool Company, Olivia Jenkins hesitated. 

 

After meeting Mr. Shaw at the Vitality Golf Club, she tried to make another appointment to bargain with 

him, but she never succeeded, as his secretary said that Mr. Shaw was on a business trip. 

 

Thus, the negotiations about the distribution rights with Cool Company had to be shelved. 

 

Jordan Bennett also said that if she wanted to cooperate with the Bennett Group, she first needed to 

secure the distribution rights of the Cool Company. 

 

On this matter, Olivia Jenkins was becoming quite anxious herself. 

 

The current situation of the Jenkins Group, it was not advisable to wait any longer, lest more problems 

arise with delay. 

 

Olivia Jenkins also received some inside information that Light Media was negotiating with Cool 

Company for the distribution rights. 

 

If Light Media were to secure the distribution rights of Cool Company, it would have a particularly bad 

impact on the Jenkins Group, and it would create many obstacles for the restructuring of Quiet Video. 

 



After hesitating for a while, Olivia Jenkins replied. 

 

[Where shall we talk?] 

 

[I’m accompanying my sister to visit someone important at ResilientCare Hospital.] 

 

Immediately, Olivia Jenkins understood. 

 

Involuntarily, Olivia Jenkins thought of the beautiful woman she happened to encounter at the private 

room that day. 

 

She looked very similar to the photos she had seen of Charmy Bennett, probably Charmy’s sister, Daniel 

was very gentle towards her. 

 

If she came to see Daniel specifically, they must have a lot to talk about, she as an outsider should avoid 

interrupting. 

 

Olivia Jenkins decisively replied to the WeChat message. 

 

[I’ll find you in the parking lot.] 

 

[Okay!] 

 

Olivia Jenkins went to buy coffee and then went to the parking lot. 

 

Benjamin Johnson only escorted Jay Bennett to the entrance of the inpatient department, he did not 

accompany her to see Daniel. 

 

After that, Benjamin Johnson drove his car to the parking lot. 

 



Upon seeing Benjamin Johnson, Olivia Jenkins got into his car. 

 

Olivia Jenkins’ sharp eyes were fixed on Benjamin Johnson, releasing thoughtful observations, and asked 

directly, “Do you know about Cool Company?” 

 

The corner of Benjamin Johnson’s mouth curled up, outlining a good -looking curve, “Don’t you know 

that capital is very sensitive? Is there anything that can escape the eyes of capital?” 

 

“Just say it, stop beating around the bush. ” Olivia Jenkins took a sip of coffee, then looked out the car 

window. 

 

Benjamin Johnson’s ink-like eyes held a hint of a smile. 

 

“What I’m going to tell you, Jordan Bennett knows, Daniel also knows, but, they didn’t tell you. What do 

you think of these two men? Do you think they are reliable? Olivia Jenkins, you’re a bit naive, not a 

match for these old foxes, yet they’ve been pulling the strings. Especially Daniel, it’s obvious that he 

doesn’t love you.” 

 

Olivia Jenkins became interested, and turned her head to look at Benjamin Johnson. 

 

However, Olivia Jenkins did not show her emotions. 

 

“Benjamin Johnson, what exactly are you trying to say? I didn’t come here to listen to your nonsense.” 

 

“Don’t rush, I’ll tell you everything, I never hide anything from you. It’s a pity that you gave up 

cooperating with Zenith Capital!” 

 

Olivia Jenkins remained silent, taking another sip of her coffee. 

 

Benjamin Johnson looked at Olivia Jenkins in no hurry, with an unfathomable expression, said, “You 

have no idea that Daniel is the boss of Cool Company, and he holds the lifeline of Quiet Video. 

Therefore, without his approval, without his command, Mr. Shaw would not negotiate the distribution 



rights of the film and television library with you. Unless, you cooperate with Daniel, but, what he wants 

is the Jenkins Group.” 

 

Olivia Jenkins stared at him in astonishment. 

 

Instantly, her mind went blank. 

 

She felt as if she had fallen into an abyss of nothingness, swallowed up in an instant. 

 

Olivia Jenkins knew very well how important the distribution rights of Cool Company’s film and 

television library were to the Jenkins Group. If Daniel really was the boss of Cool Company, not only was 

Quiet Video in his grip, she herself was also held by the throat by Daniel.. 


